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 CIMdata News 
CIMdata to Host Free Webinar on Simulation Governance 
05 January 2016 
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an upcoming free educational webinar, “Simulation Governance: Managing Simulation as a Strategic 
Capability.” The webinar will take place on February 11 at 11:00 a.m. (EST) and will propose that 
simulation is demonstrably superior to hardware-based test and development in a number of key ways.  
The webinar will be an hour long and those attending will: gain an understanding of what Simulation 
Governance is; learn about the best practices for managing simulation for maximum impact; understand 
why managing simulation as a strategic capability is important; gain an awareness of the critical issues 
that must be addressed and how simulation may be used to solve them; and learn why it is of prime 
importance that companies start believing in their own capability along with specifics on how to address 
simulation capability and its impact on product development. 
According to the webinar host, Dr. Keith Meintjes, a CIMdata Executive Consultant and an 
internationally known expert on Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) and Simulation & Analysis, 
“Simulation is an increasingly important facet of PLM and needs to be managed and nurtured as a key 
capability, not just as a technology belonging to a few experts.” 
Dr. Meintjes has over 30 years of experience in the development and application of simulation tools to 
transform product development. His achievements include novel methods for combustion simulation, 
patents for engine design, and strategic planning for the world’s largest commercial HPC facility. Prior 
to becoming a consultant, he spent nearly 30 years at General Motors (GM) where he was responsible 
for the engineering requirements for GM’s Global CAE IT infrastructure and was a Senior Technical 
Fellow.  
The webinar will be useful to executives responsible for product and manufacturing system 
development, product engineering directors and managers, simulation professionals and practitioners, 
simulation methods development experts, PLM strategists, PLM sponsors and champions, PLM program 
and project managers, PLM software providers, PLM service providers, PLM channel partners, and 
anyone who wants to learn more about Simulation Governance.  
During the webinar attendees will have the opportunity to ask questions about the topics discussed. To 
find out more, visit: http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/educational-webinars/simulation-
governance-managing-simulation-as-a-strategic-capability. To register for the webinar 
visit: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/3971905859478257154  

Click here to return to Contents 

Acquisitions 
ESI Group: Acquisition of ITI GmbH, a Global Leader in the Realistic Simulation of Mechatronic 
and Multi-Domain Systems 
07 January2016 

Alain de Rouvray, ESI Group’s Chairman and CEO, says: “This operation will enable two leaders and 
two complementary types of model representation in virtual engineering to come together: ESI, which 
has unique expertise in multi-domain solutions for virtual physical prototypes of components and 
assemblies of industrial products in a detailed 3D-4D space, and ITI GmbH, a specialist in the fast and 
accurate system simulation in the 0D-1D space. These different representations necessarily interface to 
each other and are intimately complementary when designing an integrated, dynamic and complex 
product such as an automobile in motion. This acquisition allows ESI to expand upstream its positioning 

http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/educational-webinars/simulation-governance-managing-simulation-as-a-strategic-capability
http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/educational-webinars/simulation-governance-managing-simulation-as-a-strategic-capability
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/3971905859478257154
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in the industrial product manufacturing value chain. The advantage becomes critical and disruptive when 
innovation changes the system component interaction, which is increasingly common. ESI Group’s 
collaborative virtual engineering platform will provide direct access to a product’s functional features 
and enable more efficient and faster decisions to be made at the system level. We are very confident in 
this unique and disruptive operation’s value-creating potential, driven by the substantial and effective 
commercial and technological synergies in the short term and immediately accretive. The operation fully 
supports the strategic growth and profitability objectives of ESI.” 
ITI GmbH, whose commercial and technological success is based on its flagship product, SimulationX, 
enjoys a global reputation with a portfolio of 700 clients from every industrial sector in 27 countries. In 
2014, ITI GmbH recorded sales of €5.4 million; more than 60% of it from outside Germany and up 25% 
on the previous year. 
ITI GmbH’s technological platform, supporting the Modelica open-source language, stands out through 
its flexible, easy-to-use and open architecture. The comprehensive nature of its integrated library of 
realistic physical models also represents a major asset that has enabled ITI to establish itself as the 
indisputable reference in a variety of industrial fields where the intersection of physics disciplines 
(including mechanics, electronics, control) is increasingly advanced (e.g. electric or hybrid powertrain 
applications). 
This acquisition thus provides an opportunity to significantly extend the field of application of ESI 
Group’s virtual engineering solution, which will henceforth be able to offer the combined real-time 
simulation of two fundamental, but separated stages in a product’s development cycle: concept 
development enabled by realistic modeling of 0D-1D systems and multi-domain virtual prototyping 
deployed in a 3D-4D immersive environment. 
Andreas Uhlig , CEO of ITI GmbH, says: “Totally convinced of the highly-complementary nature of the 
simulation technology of ITI GmbH’s functional systems on the one hand and virtual engineering on the 
other, we are particularly enthusiastic about joining the teams at ESI Group. The incorporation of our 
two technologies within one offer will bring a new and disruptive value proposition that we believe will 
significantly accelerate the democratization of virtual engineering.” 
This new value proposition, building on mature technologies, has substantial commercial potential given 
the geographical and sectoral complementarities of the client portfolios. The quality of ITI GmbH’s 
commercial base, including prominent players, such as Ford, Liebherr, Nikon, Siemens, and Total, in 
diverse industrial sectors, represents powerful leverage to accelerate the adoption of ESI Group’s virtual 
engineering platform. 
Following this operation, ESI will have 96% of its partner’s capital and the possibility of acquiring the 
remainder within 3 years. The entire workforce will become an integral part of ESI’s global operations 
immediately. The acquisition is entirely financed through bank debt within the framework of the 
syndicated bank facility signed in November 2015. It is directly accretive and in line with the Group’s 
objectives to improve its profitability. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Nemetschek successfully concludes acquisition of Solibri and relinquishes non-strategic interest in 
Glaser -isb cad 
04 January 2016 
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Nemetschek AG concludes its acquisition of 100% of the shares of Solibri Oy, based in Helsinki, 
Finland, as announced on December, 18. Solibri is a globally leading and internationally aligned 
provider of software solutions for the quality assurance and quality control of Building Information 
Modeling (BIM), the digital work method for designing, constructing and operating buildings. Solibri’s 
solutions will have a central position in the Nemetschek Group’s solution portfolio and connect all 
brands and their products by means of an integrated and holistic workflow. Solibri was consolidated as 
of January 1, 2016. 
Nemetschek AG has sold its 70% interest in Glaser -isb cad- Programmsysteme GmbH, headquartered 
in Wennigsen, Germany, to the CEO of Glaser -isb cad-. The company, which had been part of the 
Nemetschek Group since 1998, develops and distributes CAD program systems for structural 
engineering. With the sale of the shares of Glaser -isb cad-, the Nemetschek Group is consolidating its 
activities in the area of CAD engineering solutions in the 100%-owned subsidiary Allplan. The sales 
price for the shares amounts to EUR 2 million. Glaser -isb cad- with revenues of around EUR 2.3 
million in 2015 was deconsolidated as of December 31, 2015. 
“With the acquisition of Solibri and the sale of our interest in Glaser -isb cad-, we are further focusing 
our strategic alignment. This centers on growth, internationalization, innovation and the creation of 
synergies within our solution portfolio. In this way, we will further extend our market position as a 
globally leading Open BIM company,” says Patrik Heider, Spokesman and CFOO of the Nemetschek 
Group. 

Click here to return to Contents 
 

Company News 
Mentor Graphics Receives TowerJazz 2015 "Best Design Solution" Supplier of the Year Award 
06 January 2016 

Mentor Graphics Corp. announced today it has received the 2015 "Best Design Solution" Supplier 
Award from specialty foundry TowerJazz. TowerJazz's Supplier Awards recognize the contribution and 
commitment of its partners; winners are selected based on their value creation for TowerJazz. In 
announcing Mentor as the winner of "Best Design Solution" Supplier TowerJazz singled out Mentor for 
its key ecosystem alliance programs, continued enhancement of the Calibre® physical verification 
platform and Pyxis™ custom IC design platform, and outstanding field support of mutual customers. 
"The team at Mentor Graphics consistently provides us with new ideas and applications that help us 
differentiate our specialty processes, backed up by flexible and attentive field support," said Ori Galzur, 
vice president of VLSI Design Center and Design Enablement, TowerJazz. "This award demonstrates 
our dedication to both Mentor and our mutual customers." 
Recent examples of this mutual collaboration include the following: 

• TowerJazz uses Calibre Auto-Waivers™ to significantly reduce the time and effort 
spent reviewing design rule violations so that designs can move to tapeout faster, 
while identifying legitimate design rule violations that could impact yield. 

• To help its customers improve product reliability, TowerJazz uses Calibre PERC™ to 

https://www.mentor.com/company/news/mentor-calibre-auto-waivers-towerjazz-reduce-tapeout
https://www.mentor.com/company/news/towerjazz-calibre-perc-advanced-esd-power-domain-checking
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create specialized circuit reliability checks, which include but are not limited to 
electrostatic discharge (ESD), charge device modeling (CDM), and power 
management propagation checks. 

• The Pyxis platform provides TowerJazz customers the functionality required to 
design today's complex custom ICs. The platform is tuned for analog/mixed-
signal (AMS) and custom digital designs, so extensive customization is not 
required, thereby shrinking the design time. Pyxis supports PDKs in multiple 
formats, including iPDKs and the Pyxis native format. 

"Mentor Graphics is honored to receive this recognition for our products, business models, and customer 
support which all contribute towards fulfilling the needs of mutual customers around the world," 
said Michael Buehler-Garcia, senior director of Calibre Design Solutions Marketing. "Our collaboration 
with TowerJazz has resulted in unique applications that combine our advanced IC design and 
verification solutions with TowerJazz's specialty processes, with customers benefiting via faster design-
to-tapeout cycle times." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Online Engineering Resource Knovel Expands its Interactive Equations Dataset to Cover More Than 
1,100 Across Eight Subject Areas 
05 January 2016 

Elsevier today announced the expansion of Knovel Interactive Equations. The added content will include 
coverage of chemical, mechanical and civil engineering on new equations on section properties, shear 
and stress, subsurface structural engineering, oil and gas processing equipment operation and steam 
properties. 
More than 1,100 definitive equations across eight subject areas are now available through Knovel's 
powerful search engine and featuring interactivity unique to the Knovel platform. Knovel's fully 
integrated Math Solver enables engineers and scientists to access Knovel's interactive equations or build 
their own. Students, professors, as well as practicing engineers and managers worldwide have found the 
Math Solver useful for accelerating their work and simplifying collaboration with colleagues. Knovel's 
Math Solver and the accompanying library of interactive equations are freely available to every Knovel 
registered user, and can be found athttp://app.knovel.com/ie. 
"Typically trapped in old text books or flat PDF files, equations are simultaneously one of the most 
powerful but underutilized tools in an engineer's toolbox," said Ken Klapproth, Vice President, 
Engineering & Technology Solutions Marketing, Elsevier. "The online Knovel platform makes the 
equations foundational to every engineering discipline easily discoverable while their interactivity 
makes them immediately actionable so engineers can quickly find, manipulate, solve and share models 
describing complex relationships and physical phenomena. Knovel Interactive Equations frees engineers 
to use the seminal equations in their discipline in a modern and contemporary way." 
Knovel Interactive Equations is a powerful addition to Knovel's award-winning productivity tools for 
engineers. Users have access to validated, discoverable equations and corresponding calculation 
examples. Equations have been added to eight subject areas currently featured by Knovel: Chemistry & 
Chemical Engineering, Mechanics & Mechanical Engineering, Metals and Metallurgy, Electronics & 
Semiconductors, Electrical & Power Engineering, General Engineering & Project Administration, Civil 

http://www.elsevier.com/
https://app.knovel.com/ie/#welcome
http://app.knovel.com/ie
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Engineering, and Oil & Gas Engineering. Knovel Interactive Equations are available to customers with 
subscriptions to these subject areas. For additional information, speak to a Knovel account 
representative. 

Click here to return to Contents 

OpenText taps former Oracle hand as its new president 
28 December 2015 

OpenText Corp said it has tapped former Oracle Corp executive Stephen Murphy as its new president, 
giving Chief Executive Officer Mark Barrenechea more time to focus on strategy and the company’s 
product road map. 
The Waterloo, Ontario-based business software maker said Barrenechea will cede the title of president, 
but take on the mantle of chief technology officer as he also focuses on acquisitions. Barrenechea told 
Reuters earlier this month the company plans to roughly double revenue and cash flow in the next few 
years largely through acquisitions. 
OpenText said Murphy, who most recently served as a senior vice president and general manager at 
Oracle, will report to Barrenechea. 
Murphy’s appointment is effective Jan. 4. 

One of Canada’s largest software companies, OpenText’s products help to manage large volumes of 
content and compliance with regulatory requirements. 

Click here to return to Contents 

PTC Named IoT Innovation Vendor of the Year 
08 January 2016 

PTC  received the IoT Innovation Vendor of the Year Award from marketing analytics and consulting 
firm Compass Intelligence at the 2016 International Consumer Electronics Show (CES) in Las Vegas, 
Nevada. The Compass Intelligence Annual Awards recognize the best mobile computing, wireless data 
communications, Internet of Things, and eco-friendly products and services offered in the market during 
the past year. 
The IoT Innovation Vendor of the Year Award is part of the A-List in M2M/IoT awards category and is 
voted on by more than 60 industry-leading press and analysts based upon a range of criteria, including 
vision, strategy, leadership, and financial success. 
In the past two years, PTC has become a leading provider of technology that enables its customers to 
harness the value inherent in the Internet of Things. As well, its CEO, Jim Heppelmann, has become a 
major thought leader, having coauthored two seminal HBR articles that describe the implications of the 
IoT and offer companies a blueprint to get started on their own IoT journeys. 
“We’re honored to receive this award,” said Jim Heppelmann, president and CEO, PTC. “From thought 
leadership to technology to partnerships, PTC is focused on empowering its customers with tools and 
solutions that capitalize on the Internet of Things – and bridging the digital and physical worlds to 
fundamentally transform the way we create, operate, and service products and systems.” 
“PTC has emerged as an IoT powerhouse,” stated Keith Robinson, Director of M2M & IoT Research & 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ptc.com&esheet=51255143&newsitemid=20160107006091&lan=en-US&anchor=PTC&index=1&md5=4fe0cd4a6c5490a183343e2e9e5e46fe
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.compassintelligence.com%2F%3Fq%3DCI-Awards&esheet=51255143&newsitemid=20160107006091&lan=en-US&anchor=Compass+Intelligence+Annual+Awards&index=2&md5=3c460a4b02c4f58d2578ac8e26d9cfe7
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ptc.com%2Finternet-of-things%2Ftechnology-platform-thingworx&esheet=51255143&newsitemid=20160107006091&lan=en-US&anchor=Internet+of+Things&index=3&md5=c3337aa2f7d005cb4cd20f0ec076bab8
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ptc.com%2Finternet-of-things%2Fharvard-business-review&esheet=51255143&newsitemid=20160107006091&lan=en-US&anchor=HBR+articles&index=4&md5=9460329130c32958cb5512ac683f23ae
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Consulting, Compass Intelligence. “Its big vision, robust tech stack, and market success make the 
company a clear winner. I project that PTC and its ThingWorx IoT business unit will continue its strong 
growth trajectory in 2016 with superior technology and leadership.” 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

PTC ThingWorx Joins Envision America to Accelerate Smart City Solution Delivery 
06 January 2016 

American cities have an opportunity to leverage rapid advances in IoT technology and an abundance of 
data that has the potential to provide cost savings, improve citizen services and enhance quality of life. 
PTC today announced ThingWorx, a PTC business, is supporting Envision America, a nationwide 
nonprofit, in its efforts to accelerate deployment of Internet of Things (IoT) solutions to drive more 
efficient city services and scalable city infrastructure to address energy, water and transportation 
challenges. 
An effort to launch smart-city initiatives in communities across the United States, Envision America is 
the national expansion of the work done by Envision Charlotte. 
“Envision America is thrilled to have a partner like ThingWorx and we look forward to having their 
expertise and IoT platform at the table when helping our cities roadmap and develop exciting smart city 
solutions.” Amy Aussieker, executive director, Envision America. 
As populations and resource demands increase, cities can benefit from an integrated IoT platform 
strategy to leverage large scale city data to solve key demand problems such as traffic congestion, water 
shortages, and energy consumption. The PTC ThingWorx® IoT Platform can be used by cities to 
leverage real time information from sensors, people and city support systems to drive better city services 
for its citizens. 
“ThingWorx is proud to work with Envision America to help cities efficiently build and run the 
applications of today’s smart, connected world,” said Russ Fadel, president, ThingWorx. 
“We look forward to working with cities around the U.S. so they can leverage our comprehensive 
ThingWorx IoT development platform to accelerate the delivery of IoT applications that break down 
silos, engage citizens and drive better city outcomes in areas such as energy, water, transportation and 
security.” 
Envision America will officially launch in Charlotte, North Carolina on January 12, 2016 with a 
workshop bringing together experts from industry and academia to diagnose needs, discover solutions 
and develop new smart initiatives. Leaders from 10 cities across the United States communities will 
participate in this first event. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Wipro Limited Appoints TK Kurien as Executive Vice Chairman; Abidali Neemuchwala as CEO & 
Member of the Board 
04 January 2016 

Wipro Limited announced the appointment of TK Kurien as the Executive Vice Chairman and Abidali Z 
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Neemuchwala as the Chief Executive Officer and Member of the Board of the company. Both these 
appointments are effective February 1, 2016. 
 “Over the past five years, Wipro has been transforming into a next generation technology and 
consulting company with defining differentiators in the market place,” said Azim Premji, Chairman, 
Wipro Limited. “As Executive Vice Chairman, TK will enable Abid by leveraging his deep relationships 
with customers and chart out a new technology roadmap for Wipro.” 
“In his nine months as the Group President and Chief Operating Officer, Abid has effortlessly 
assimilated into the culture and ethos of Wipro. The new structure will ensure smooth succession and 
will build on the solid foundation we have developed to drive superior growth and profitability. I wish 
both TK and Abid every success in their new roles,” added Premji. 
TK Kurien will continue to report to Azim Premji and will remain a Member of the Board until March 
31, 2017. 
“Abid has demonstrated a deep understanding of technology, business vision, sound judgement, and an 
innate ability to bring people together. I have no doubt that Abid is the right leader to lead Wipro in its 
next phase of growth,” said TK Kurien. 
“It is a privilege and an honour to be invited to lead Wipro, a company with a rich heritage of 
technology innovation and unflinching commitment to values. I am convinced that we are well 
positioned to seize new opportunities in today’s marketplace. I look forward to working with the 
thousands of Wiproites to take our company to greater heights," said Abidali Neemuchwala. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Event News 
3 Pillar Global Successfully Organised the 'Innerve 2015' 
29 December 2015 

3 Pillar Global, a Product Lifecycle Management and Development Company that accelerates business 
growth successfully organised the ‘Innerve 2015’ at The Taj Ambassador, New Delhi. The tech- based 
event served as a unique platform for like- minded people to connect to understand the emerging trends 
in IT landscape. 
 The event began with a discussion session with Mr. Manish Gupta Product Manager, Application 
Delivery Management, Hewlett Packard Enterprise who later shared a presentation on ‘Journey to 
DevOps in an enterprise’. Post this, Mr. Viresh Suri, Sr. Manager - Engineering at GlobalLogic Ltd. also 
undertook similar discussion session and shared a presentation on Fundamentals of Cloud Computing 
and Security. The conclave ended with an open- discussion round which empowered participants to seek 
answers to their queries from eminent speakers and other industry experts. 
 Present on the occasion, Mr. Sayantam Dey, Director of the Advanced Technology Group (ATG), 3 
Pillar Global said “We are delighted to see the way conclave has succeeded in leading informative 
discussions on Cloud computing, Data security and DevOps amongst software enthusiasts”. He further 
added “We thank our speakers who shared their learnings, expertise and experience through Innerve 
2015”. 
The conclave provided an extensive spectrum of knowledge in the field of Information and Technology. 
The collaborative business forum enabled participants to learn innovative trends and developments in 
the sector. 
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 Through the conclave, eminent speakers along with other prominent industry experts highlighted the 
importance of Cloud computing and adoption, Data security and breaches and more. Besides this, the 
discussion also focussed on trends and challenges of 2016, open source & its Implementation on cloud 
and the critical need to build a Software Information Palace. 

Click here to return to Contents 

BobCAD-CAM Webinar to Provide Early Inside Look at New Release of BobCAM for 
SOLIDWORKS™ V5 CAM Software 
08 January 2016 

CAM software developer, BobCAD-CAM, Inc., will host a webinar Wednesday, January 13, 2016 to 
highlight the all-new CAM programming power inside the new BobCAM for SOLIDWORKS™ V5 
software. 

The new system, which released December 2015, includes more features, modules, and overall system 
improvements than ever before. This release includes two completely new add-on modules: Mill Turn, a 
CAM product for multitask machine programming, and BobART, an artistic application. 

“This is an exciting BobCAM release for us,” explains Cody Sheppard, Senior Technical Advisor at 
BobCAD-CAM. “There’s been significant enhancements to the system overall, including new toolpaths, 
a smarter hole making system, new options for custom milling tools, and much more. We’ve also 
released a BobART module for BobCAM. It’s a popular artistic module that was previously only 
available in our BobCAD-CAM system. There’s a lot of new features here that go a long way to making 
programming quicker, easier, and more powerful for shops of all sizes.” 

New BobCAM for SOLIDWORKS™ Webinar Topics: 
 

• Ways the new Mill 3 Axis Professional package can reduce machining time. 
 

• How to use the CAM wizards to reduce programming time. 
 

• How the new BobART module plugs into SOLIDWORKS™. 
 

• How to make a 3D model in BobART. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Centric to exhibit in National Retail Federation 2016 show 
06 January 2016 

Centric Software is set to exhibit in the National Retail Federation (NRF) 2016 Show, dubbed Retail's 
Big Show, a showcase for the industry's most innovative technologies and the place to be for retailers, at 
booth 754 in the Mobile and Digital Pavilion, from January 17 to 20, 2016. 
NRF is attended by retail executives from all around the world who are searching for the most 
innovative and modern solutions and tools. During this four-day event, industry professionals gather to 
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network and share perspectives on the industry. 
Centric Software is set to showcase its pioneering solutions geared around retail and merchandising. 
Centric Solutions help fashion, retail, footwear, luxury, and consumer goods companies work differently 
and ultimately build better, more cost-effective, and higher quality products. 
The software company will present Centric 8 Product Lifecycle Management for retail, including its 
Merchandising Planning Module which enables retailers to collect data, analyse information and act in 
real-time. The company will also present Centric Cloud PLM, a new cloud-based, SaaS PLM solution 
specifically designed with small businesses in mind, according to a company press release. 
Centric will also showcase its latest addition to its industry leading suite of mobile applications, the 
Retail Review App. Mobility not only introduces unprecedented agility and real-time reactivity without 
being chained to a desk, but it also helps capture information outside of the scope of traditional PLM 
systems. 
Chris Groves, Centric Software president and CEO said, “Centric provides innovative software for the 
most prestigious names in retail, fashion and consumer goods including Ackermans, Bestseller Fashion 
Group, Fast Retailing, Mango, Marc Jacobs, Ted Baker, Tommy Hilfiger, Truworths and Under 
Armour. We make our products better with the input of these leading names. Our aim is to help retailers 
be agile in order to adapt, evolve and keep pace with the market.”  

Click here to return to Contents 

Datakit offers SOLIDWORKS 2016 support and will attend SOLIDWORKS WORLD 
07 January 2016 

Datakit will attend the tradeshow SOLIDWORKS WORLD 2016, from January 31 to February 3, 2016, in 
Dallas, Texas, USA. 
It is an opportunity for SOLIDWORKS users to experience Datakit tools dedicated to SOLIDWORKS: 

• CrossCad/Plg: Plugins for SOLIDWORKS adding the ability to import or export formats 
not natively available in SOLIDWORKS. 

• CrossManager: A CAD files converter, to convert most CAD file formats in 
SOLIDWORKS format, or vice versa, read .sldprt and .sldasm files and convert 
them to many other formats. 

The attending software vendors will also be able to discover CrossCad/Ware: Libraries that they can 
integrate into their own software to make it able to read or write SOLIDWORKS format, or many other 
CAD formats. 
Datakit takes advantage of its visit to SOLIDWORKS WORLD to announce the release of its version 
2016.1, bringing many improvements in its full range of conversion tools, including SOLIDWORKS 
2016 support, making Datakit users able to read all SOLIDWORKS files, including the newest. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Delcam to be Event Partner at DMG MORI Open House in Pfronten 
08 January 2016 

Autodesk subsidiary, Delcam, is to be an Event Partner at the DMG MORI Open House to be held at 
Deckel Maho in Pfronten from 26th to 30th January.  A total of 90 machines will be displayed at the 

http://www.datakit.com/en/conversion-plug-ins/solidworks-12.html
http://www.datakit.com/en/cross_manager.php
http://www.datakit.com/en/crosscad_ware.php
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event, including six world premieres.  
Delcam programs to be featured at the Open House will include the latest releases of the PowerMILL 
CAM system for high-speed and five-axis machining, the FeatureCAM feature-based programming 
system and the PowerINSPECT inspection software.   
The main enhancement in PowerMILL 2016 is the ability to mirror complete machining projects in one 
operation and to maintain automatically the machining characteristics, for example to specify 
automatically whether climb or conventional milling should be used in each section of the toolpath.  
Previously, only individual toolpaths could be mirrored. 
Automatic mirroring saves considerable time whenever tooling is needed to produce right- and left-hand 
versions of a part, such as press tools for the nearside and offside of a car.  It will also be faster to 
program the machining of tooling for symmetrical objects since it will be possible to program one half 
of the core or cavity and then mirror the toolpaths to generate the complete program. 
The 2016 version of FeatureCAM includes a range of enhancements to give high-quality results on all 
types of machine tool, including complex mill-turn equipment and five-axis machining centres, while 
retaining the rapid programming times for which the software is renowned. 
The most significant new option is the ability to duplicate the physical constraints of the machine tool in 
simulations in FeatureCAM.  Machine-tool limits can be added to the models to be used in the 
simulation for three-, four- and five-axis milling machines, for turning equipment, and for mill-turn 
machines, including those with multiple turrets and/or multiple spindles.  It is then possible to check that 
the chosen machine tool is capable of completing the proposed program for all types of equipment, from 
the simplest lathe to the most complex multi-tasking machine. 
The latest release of PowerINSPECT makes it easier to complete fast and accurate inspection of 
complex assemblies.  The new version includes automatic feature extraction for point-cloud batch 
inspection, easier navigation of the history tree, better control over RPS alignments and new options for 
collision checking.  

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Multiple accolades for ArtCAM users at Coin Of The Year Awards  
05 January 2016 

Mints using Delcam’s ArtCAM CADCAM software to produce their designs were winners in multiple 
categories at the 2016 Coin Of The Year (COTY) Awards.   
The Awards, which are organised by Krause Publications and sponsored by World Coin News, will be 
presented to the winning mints during the World Money Fair to be held in Berlin from 5th to 7th 
February.  A selection of the winning coins will be displayed on the ArtCAM stand at the Fair. 
The most prolific winner using ArtCAM was the Austrian Mint, which was recognised in three 
categories following votes from an International Panel of judges.  The Mint won in the Best Bi-Metallic 
Coin category with a 25 euro silver and niobium coin highlighting the science of evolution, in the Best 
Silver Coin category with its 20 Euro coin commemorating the fall of the Iron Curtain, and in the Most 
Artistic Coin category with a gold 50-euro coin celebrating the Gustav Klimt painting, Judith II. 

http://www.delcam.com/software/powermill
http://www.delcam.com/software/featurecam
http://www.delcam.com/software/powerinspect
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One of ArtCAM’s earliest customers, the UK Royal Mint, won the Award for Best Circulating Coin.  
The two pound bi-metallic coin, which marked the centenary of the First World War, depicts Lord 
Kitchener on the reverse. 
Another longstanding ArtCAM user, the Royal Canadian Mint won in the Best Crown Coin category.  
Crowns are silver or copper-nickel clad coins with a diameter between 37 and 45 mm.  The Canadian 
$20 silver coin features a view looking up at a maple-leaf tree.  
A 10 zlotych silver coin won the Most Inspirational Coin category for the Polish Mint.  This coin 
honoured the birth of Jan Karski, who smuggled evidence of the Holocaust to the Allies in a hollow key. 
The final win by an ArtCAM customer came from the German Mint, with a 10-euro silver coin 
commemorating the 300th anniversary of Daniel Fahrenheit’s invention of the mercury thermometer.  
The coin won the Most Historically Significant Coin award, an award recognising coins that highlight 
events that occurred at least 100 years ago.   
ArtCAM Product Manager Rob Newman said, “We are delighted that, once again, so many of our 
longstanding customers have achieved such well-deserved success with their innovative and imaginative 
designs.  ArtCAM works very closely with most of the world’s mints and is always looking for ways to 
improve not only design but also security features, and manufacturing efficiencies.  Many 
congratulations to all of the winners.”  

Click here to return to Contents 

Tecplot Launches New Version of Tecplot 360 EX at SciTech 2016 
05 January 2016 

Tecplot, Inc., developer of the leading data visualization and analysis software for engineers and 
scientists, today announced at AIAA SciTech 2016 the general availability of Tecplot 360 EX 2016 
Release 1. 
SciTech 2016, held today through Jan. 8 in San Diego, is the flagship research and technology 
conference & exhibition of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA). As the 
world’s largest professional society for the aerospace industry, Reston, Va.-based AIAA serves a diverse 
range of more than 35,000 individual members from 80 countries, and 100 corporate members. 
For Tecplot 360 EX 2016 Release 1, Tecplot focused on strengthening many of the software’s existing 
capabilities. The highlights of the new version include easier license management, better support for 
polyhedral data, improved animation methods, an all-new macro debugger, and greater Mac support. 
“While there’s nothing sexy about license management, I think everyone knows it can be a hassle,” 
Tecplot Product Manager Scott Fowler said. “We’re using new technology called Activation Pro to 
alleviate that pain for single-user licenses. With Activation Pro, the user’s machine ID and license key 
are centrally stored, meaning our software will now automate many administrative tasks that previously 
were done manually by the user.” 
Fowler continued, “We’re also proud to announce improvements to our software’s performance with 
polyhedral data. The CFD community is gravitating to polyhedral element types largely due to their 
tendency to increase the rate of convergence. We’ve spent considerable time improving our algorithms 
and rendering to better support polyhedral cells. Many of these algorithms have been made parallel 
while simultaneously using less memory, which allows our users to visualize and analyze larger 
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datasets, faster. Early benchmarking indicates overall speed improvements of about 25 percent, with 
some operations being more than two times faster.” 
Rounding out the functionality upgrades of the new release are the reintroduction of several animation 
methods, which are useful for engineers trying to gain insight from extremely large datasets; an all-new 
macro debugger, which makes it much easier for users to navigate and debug their scripts; and enhanced 
functionality for the growing number of engineers who use Macs, such as the ability to easily launch a 
new Tecplot 360 EX window from the Dock or by double-clicking a Tecplot data file. 

Click here to return to Contents 

VISI 2016 R1 On Show At METAV 2016 
04 January 2016 

The latest version of the Mould and Die CAD/CAM system, VISI, will be presented at the METAV 
International Exhibition in Düsseldorf from 23rd – 27th February 2016. 
METAV is a long standing event and provides a great platform for technology providers to showcase 
their latest developments to the trade world.  MECADAT AG, an official distributor of VISI CAD/CAM 
software will be attending the event to showcase the latest VISI software which has two versions 
released each year. 
The new VISI 2016 R1 release introduces a number of new product features, with the continued focus 
on solutions for plastic moulds, sheet metal and die. Major enhancements include a graphical interface 
to date with a new toolbars shortcut, commands available directly next to the mouse position, better 
hidden line removal and geometry selection mode “free form “. Furthermore, CAD interfaces have been 
updated to support the latest third-party formats, including Inventor 2016, layer management in Siemens 
NX and attribute mapping hole for Catia V5. 
Commenting on the upcoming event, Ralph Schmitt of MECADAT AG said: “We are really excited to 
have the opportunity to present the new functionality in this release of VISI. With a big number of 
exhibitors from many different countries, this event is a great chance for us to show the world the latest 
developments and enhancements”. 
More information about the METAV 2016 Exhibition including full venue location and times can be 
found at: http://www.metav.com/  

Click here to return to Contents 

Financial News 
EDA Consortium Reports EDA Industry Revenue Increase For Q3 2015 
07 January 2016 

The EDA Consortium (EDAC) Market Statistics Service (MSS) today announced that the Electronic 
Design Automation (EDA) industry revenue increased 7.1 percent for Q3 2015 to $1957.5 million, 
compared to $1828.1 million in Q3 2014. The four-quarters moving average, which compares the most 
recent four quarters to the prior four quarters, also increased by 8.8 percent. 
"EDA Industry revenues continued to grow in the third quarter, with IC Physical Design and 
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Semiconductor IP reporting double-digit growth," said Walden C. Rhines, board sponsor for the EDAC 
MSS and Chairman and CEO of Mentor Graphics. "Geographically, the Americas, Japan, and Asia 
Pacific all reported solid revenue growth." 
Companies that were tracked employed a record 33,430 professionals in Q3 2015, an increase of 5.6 
percent compared to the 31,648 people employed in Q3 2014, and up 1.9 percent compared to Q2 2015. 
The complete quarterly MSS report, containing detailed revenue information broken out by both 
categories and geographic regions, is available to members of the EDA Consortium. 
Computer Aided Engineering (CAE), generated revenue of $634.7 million in Q3 2015, which represents 
a 5 percent increase compared to Q3 2014. The four-quarters moving average for CAE increased 2.4 
percent. 
IC Physical Design & Verification revenue was $407.9 million in Q3 2015, a 14 percent increase 
compared to Q3 2014. The four-quarters moving average increased 13.9 percent. 
Printed Circuit Board and Multi-Chip Module (PCB & MCM) revenue of $162.4 million for Q3 2015 
represents a decrease of 3 percent compared to Q3 2014. The four-quarters moving average for PCB & 
MCM decreased 5.9 percent. 
Semiconductor Intellectual Property (SIP) revenue totaled $652.9 million in Q3 2015, an 11.4 percent 
increase compared to Q3 2014. The four-quarters moving average increased 19 percent. 
Services revenue was $99.6 million in Q3 2015, a decrease of 11.4 percent compared to Q3 2014. The 
four-quarters moving average increased 3 percent. 
The Americas, EDA's largest region, purchased $904.2 million of EDA products and services in Q3 
2015, an increase of 7.4 percent compared to Q3 2014. The four-quarters moving average for the 
Americas increased 10.7 percent. 
Revenue in Europe, the Middle East, and Africa (EMEA) decreased 2.2 percent in Q3 2015 compared to 
Q3 2014 on revenues of$290.3 million. The EMEA four-quarters moving average decreased 0.8 percent. 
Third quarter 2015 revenue from Japan increased 8.3 percent to $205.2 million compared to Q3 2014. 
The four-quarters moving average for Japan decreased 4.9 percent. 
The Asia/Pacific (APAC) region revenue increased to $557.8 million in Q3 2015, an increase of 11.6 
percent compared to the third quarter of 2014. The four-quarters moving average increased 17.5 percent. 
The complete MSS report, available to the EDA Consortium members, contains additional detail for 
countries in the Asia/Pacific region. 
The EDA Consortium Market Statistics Service reports EDA industry revenue data quarterly and is 
available to EDAC members. Both public and private companies contribute data to the report. Each 
quarterly report is published approximately three months after quarter close. MSS report data is 
segmented as follows: revenue type (product licenses and maintenance, services, and SIP), application 
(CAE, PCB/MCM Layout, and IC Physical Design & Verification), and region (the Americas, Europe 
Middle East and Africa, Japan, and Asia Pacific), with many subcategories of detail provided. The 
report also tracks total employment of the reporting companies. 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Implementation Investments 
Centric Software PLM Adopted by Luthai Textile 
29 December 2015 

Centric Software product lifecycle management (PLM) technology will be adopted by Luthai Textile, 
one of China’s leading textile producers. The project is part of Luthai’s business transformation 
initiative geared towards both boosting its Original Design Manufacturer (ODM) business as well as 
developing its own branded apparel. 
Today about 80% of Luthai’s business is textile production. A fully vertically integrated company, 
Luthai manages an end-to-end supply chain from growing cotton fibers to producing finished fabric. The 
remaining 20% of Luthai’s business is ODM (Luthai designs, develops and produces apparel for other 
brands) and Luthai’s own branded apparel. While its ODM and branded output today hovers around 7 
billion garments, Luthai intends to focus on growing in these segments. 
Luthai has faced challenges in adapting to the needs of ODM and branded apparel activities. The more 
extensive development process – planning, design, product development and marketing – involved in 
ODM and brand production requires the company to seamlessly integrate people, processes and industry 
best practices. 
"Our ongoing transformation is aimed at reinforcing our market-leading position and securing the strong 
influence Luthai has in the industry,” explains Dr. Sun Huade, Deputy Director of Luthai’s ERP Project 
Office. 
“To this end, our goal was to integrate the advantages of our existing design and development platform 
while establishing a unique method of production whereby fabrics are treated as the main products and 
garments as the finished goods. We recognized that technology and a data-driven approach were the 
only way to achieve that transformation,” he surmises. 
Luthai chose Centric Software to provide the technology foundation for its transformation with key 
product information being shared through the style, fabric and sample libraries of Centric 8 PLM. 
Luthai will also use Centric 8 for the full spectrum of product design, development and management 
tasks – functionality that Dr. Sun and his team believe will help meet market and customer demands for 
the company’s ODM business. 
"We maintained active discussions with Centric Software for some time, and our entire team came away 
impressed by the various functions and flexible configurations of Centric 8 PLM,” Dr. Sun said. “We 
are confident in the future of this partnership because of Centric Software’s huge number of success 
stories from around the world and its highly professional team." 
Dr. Sun points to Centric’s successful partnerships with other industry-leading brands as being central to 
his company’s decision to optimize operations and build a future for a growing segment of their 
business. 
Chris Groves, President and CEO of Centric Software, noted that, “PLM can bring not only operational 
benefits for the company, managing mounting demand or replacing a legacy system, but also a 
transformational technology for strategic value.” 
“Innovation is the key to the development of any enterprise,” Groves added. “Our technologies and 
proven industry best practices are built on experience gained from working with creative, forward-
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thinking companies like Luthai. We are excited to help this growth-oriented business with the next stage 
in its strategy.” 
Luthai Group is a textile and garment association with 12 subsidiaries and 11 affiliated companies, total 
assets of RMB 11.5 billion, and more than 30,000 employees. Luthai, a vertically integrated textile 
manufacturer and garment producer, also has a considerable ODM business as well as its own brands. 
The company is also involved in other industries like electricity and environmental protection. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Product News 
CAE Now Available On Demand with ESI Cloud 
05 January 2016 

ESI Group  announces the launch of ESI Cloud: a reliable, scalable, multitenant and secure SaaS 
Platform designed to deliver advanced engineering simulation in the cloud, across multiple physics and 
engineering disciplines. Convenient and highly secure, ESI Cloud enables instant access to selected 
Computer-Aided Engineering (CAE) solutions of ESI: from anywhere, at any time and providing elastic 
resources to fit varying simulation needs, from occasional use to peak loads. ESI Cloud is the only CAE 
cloud platform on the market that includes parallel workflows, templates and sample projects, which 
enable even novice users to become productive quickly. Substantially lowering the cost of ownership 
and the need for in-house expertise, ESI's new portal is a significant step towards the democratization of 
Virtual Prototyping. First to be offered by ESI are an end-to-end CFD Solution, enabling effective use 
the open source software OpenFOAM, and on-demand use of ESI's Virtual Performance Solution. 
Christopher St John, COO, ESI Group, comments "Cloud computing is a game-changing information 
and communications technology (ICT) designed to deliver increased mobility, elasticity, and scalability. 
ESI Cloud aims to provide the CAE world with a unique solution that leverages cloud technology to 
enhance team collaboration - in real time, across sites and across multiple domains of physics - 
unleashing the true potential of end-to-end Virtual Prototyping." 
ESI Cloud is powered by the innovative technology developed by U.S., Silicon Valley company Ciespace 
that was acquired in April 2015. ESI Cloud's modeling capabilities are built entirely on an open service 
platform using the state-of-art web technologies, providing the flexibility to introduce proprietary or 
open source geometry, meshing, physics solvers, or visualization engines. 
The platform is able to deliver scalable High Performance Computing (HPC), has a multi-tenant 
architecture, an open application framework, enables real-time collaboration and provides browser based 
visualization, all with a high level of security. ESI Cloud uses the Amazon Web Services (AWS) platform, 
and the latest generation HPC equipment. 
ESI Cloud includes modules for modeling, collaboration and cloud services. ESI Cloud's modeling 
capabilities cover the full chain of CAE processes, end-to-end, from geometry to meshing, multi-domain 
simulation, workflow and simulation management and results visualization. Collaboration aspects 
include real-time collaboration, as well as data, task and project sharing, with workflow management. 
ESI Cloud services provide advanced usage analytics and security. 
The first software available on ESI Cloud is ESI's flagship end-to-end solution Virtual Performance 
Solution (VPS). The solution enables industrial companies to evaluate and optimize product performance 

http://www.globenewswire.com/newsroom/ctr?d=10158903&l=1&a=ESI%20Group&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.esi-group.com%2Fcompany%2Fabout
http://www.globenewswire.com/newsroom/ctr?d=10158903&l=1&a=ESI%20Cloud&u=http%3A%2F%2Fcloud.esi-group.com%2F
http://www.globenewswire.com/newsroom/ctr?d=10158903&l=1&a=ESI%20Cloud&u=http%3A%2F%2Fcloud.esi-group.com%2F
http://www.globenewswire.com/newsroom/ctr?d=10158903&l=1&a=ESI%3A%20&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.esi-group.com%2Fsoftware-services
http://www.globenewswire.com/newsroom/ctr?d=10158903&l=1&a=Virtual%20Performance%20Solution&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.esi-group.com%2Fsoftware-services%2Fvirtual-performance%2Fvirtual-performance-solution
http://www.globenewswire.com/newsroom/ctr?d=10158903&l=3&a=ESI%20Cloud&u=http%3A%2F%2Fcloud.esi-group.com%2F
http://www.globenewswire.com/newsroom/ctr?d=10158903&l=4&a=ESI%20Cloud&u=http%3A%2F%2Fcloud.esi-group.com%2F
http://www.globenewswire.com/newsroom/ctr?d=10158903&l=4&a=Amazon%20Web%20Services&u=https%3A%2F%2Faws.amazon.com%2Ffr%2F
http://www.globenewswire.com/newsroom/ctr?d=10158903&l=5&a=ESI%20Cloud&u=http%3A%2F%2Fcloud.esi-group.com%2F
http://www.globenewswire.com/newsroom/ctr?d=10158903&l=6&a=Virtual%20Performance%20Solution&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.esi-group.com%2Fsoftware-services%2Fvirtual-performance%2Fvirtual-performance-solution
http://www.globenewswire.com/newsroom/ctr?d=10158903&l=6&a=Virtual%20Performance%20Solution&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.esi-group.com%2Fsoftware-services%2Fvirtual-performance%2Fvirtual-performance-solution
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across multiple domains, so they can develop higher performance products at lower cost and in less 
time. By giving access to Virtual Performance Solution on-demand, ESI enables its customers to handle 
peak loads in the cloud and empowers companies of all sizes to run very large models in parallel (above 
32 cores) in the cloud - obviating the need for initial hardware and software investments required for 
running large simulations. The cloud-based version of VPS also enables real-time visualization of CAE 
results, enabling the full interactivity needed during the simulation workflow along with the ability to 
handle large data generated for 3D visualization in the browser. 
ESI has also launched a cloud-based solution around OpenFOAM, the most popular open source CFD code. 
ESI Cloud offers OpenFOAM enthusiasts an end-to-end solution to support CFD calculations 
with OpenFOAM - from geometry import and cleaning to meshing, solver-based computation, results 
visualization, collaboration and workflow management. Registered users can also benefit from the 
services of ESI in-house CFD experts to customize the standard OpenFOAM code to their needs, and 
use it in the cloud. 
ESI plans to release several more SaaS and hybrid solutions as well as industry specific vertical 
applications in the upcoming months. 
For users who register with appropriate corporate or university e-mail IDs, a Freemium pricing model is 
available to facilitate the 'try & buy' approach. Several subscription plans have been designed to fit the 
needs of students, occasional users, professionals and enterprises. 
"With ESI Cloud, we will transform the way products are developed and manufactured in the 
engineering world,"concludes Christopher St John. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Innovyze Ships InfoWater 2D — Next Generation of Two-Dimensional Modeling of Water Spill from 
Catastrophic Main Breaks 
06 January 2016 

Innovyze announced the worldwide availability of InfoWater 2D, a breakthrough geospatial water 
distribution network management solution for accurate two-dimensional (2D) above-ground modeling of 
water spill from main breaks and large leaks, directly within the powerful ArcGIS (Esri, Redlands, CA) 
environment. 
Globally, water demand is rising, aging water infrastructures are rapidly deteriorating, and the impact of 
water main breaks and leakage is relentless. In the U.S. alone, drinking water systems maintain more 
than two million miles of distribution mains with about 237,600 water main breaks occurring every year. 
An estimated seven billion gallons of clean drinking water are wasted every day — a staggering 2.6 
trillion gallons annually. Catastrophic water main breaks can result in anywhere from millions to billions 
of dollars in damages including disastrous litigations. 
InfoWater 2D demonstrates Innovyze’s ongoing commitment to delivering pioneering technology that 
raises the bar for water distribution network modeling and simulation, helping to shape the future of this 
critical sector. It gives water utilities the flexibility to continue to use the industry-leading and award-
winning InfoWater ArcGIS-centric water distribution network modeling solution with added new power 
to predict the extent, duration, volume and impact of water spill from main breaks and large leaks for 
rapid, effective response management.  
Built atop ArcGIS, InfoWater 2D solves the full range of 2D free-surface shallow water equations using 
a highly advanced and efficient finite volume method. It gives engineers the unprecedented power to 

http://www.globenewswire.com/newsroom/ctr?d=10158903&l=6&a=Virtual%20Performance%20Solution&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.esi-group.com%2Fsoftware-services%2Fvirtual-performance%2Fvirtual-performance-solution
http://www.globenewswire.com/newsroom/ctr?d=10158903&l=7&a=a%20cloud-based%20solution%20around%20OpenFOAM&u=http%3A%2F%2Fcloud.esi-group.com%2Fcfd
http://www.globenewswire.com/newsroom/ctr?d=10158903&l=7&a=OpenFOAM&u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.esi-group.com%2Fsoftware-services%2Fengineering-services%2Fopenfoam%2Fwhat-openfoam
http://www.globenewswire.com/newsroom/ctr?d=10158903&l=9&a=Several%20subscription%20plans&u=http%3A%2F%2Fcloud.esi-group.com%2Fcfd
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predict and assess potential water spill extent, depth and velocity throughout the flooded area, with 
results viewable as graphs, tables or animated thematic flood maps. Users can also add parcel maps with 
property values (cadastral mapping) as well as curves of depth versus property damage to assess the 
impact of flooding resulting from catastrophic water main breaks. This information is important for 
insurance-related property valuation, utility liability, and other financial impacts. It is also critical in 
enabling water utilities and municipalities to proactively identify water mains with the potential for the 
worst damage and prepare effective emergency response plans. 
“InfoWater 2D greatly extends the core features of InfoWater, providing the most powerful and 
comprehensive ArcGIS-centric tool kit ever for estimating and managing the risks of water main breaks 
and large leaks,” said Paul F. Boulos, Ph.D., BCEEM, Hon.D.WRE, Dist.D.NE, Dist.MASCE, NAE, 
President, COO and Chief Technical Officer of Innovyze. “This milestone solution marks a new 
direction in advanced water distribution systems simulation and analysis. It is the only GIS-centric 
analysis, design and management software users need to work faster and smarter in a competitive 
environment — not only to power system performance, but to safeguard critical wet infrastructures and 
maximize their resiliency and effectiveness in protecting public health. This is the ultimate tool for 
accurately assessing the impacts of water main breaks and large leaks, then formulating and evaluating 
sound, cost-effective response strategies. Innovyze is very proud to offer this revolutionary emergency 
response product to our clients.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Synopsys Boosts Software Integrity Platform with Coverity 8.0 Release 
05 January 2016 

Synopsys, Inc. today announced the release of Coverity® 8.0, the latest version of the company's 
automated static analysis solution for addressing critical security vulnerabilities and quality defects in 
the source code of software. The Coverity 8.0 release includes several significant updates, including 
support for new programming languages, enhanced security testing capabilities, and additional 
integration support for a number of development tools and environments. 
Coverity, an industry-leading static analysis solution, is one of the core components of Synopsys' 
Software Integrity Platform, a comprehensive portfolio of solutions for improving the quality and 
security of software through a rigorous, streamlined software signoff process. 
The Coverity 8.0 release extends the platform's utility to a broader range of software applications and 
development environments, enables users to more effectively address critical security issues early on, 
and makes the solution even easier to adopt and embed into any software development lifecycle. 
"Security testing has become an integral part of the software development process," said Andreas 
Kuehlmann, senior vice president and general manager of Synopsys' Software Integrity Group. "As the 
software development landscape grows more dynamic and diverse, streamlining the testing process with 
automated tools that support a wide range of programming languages is essential. With expanded 
language coverage and improvements to our security analysis and integration features, Coverity 8.0 
enables customers to better address the challenges they are facing today. This marks an important 
milestone in the evolution of the Software Integrity Platform as we continue to build a comprehensive 
suite of solutions that facilitate software signoff." 
Software signoff is an emerging concept in secure software development and testing that aims to 
promote elevated confidence in the quality and security of software through a practical and meaningful 

http://www.coverity.com/products/code-advisor/
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testing process. It involves the adoption of a holistic and rigorous testing approach, automated testing 
tools and methodologies optimized for fast-paced environments, and metric-based criteria for 
determining reasonable assurance. 
For a more detailed list of key capabilities and new features, visit the Coverity 8.0 features page. 

Click here to return to Contents 
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